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•  Strong	  connec4on	  to	  stellar	  physics,	  evolu4on	  (rota4on,	  B,	  
comp.	  …)	  

•  Means	  of	  explosion:	  core	  collapse	  and	  combus4on	  
•  The	  transient	  sky:	  Old	  census	  and	  recent	  discoveries	  
•  Future	  prospects:	  Modelling	  and	  observa4ons	  



Stellar	  Explosion	  	  
Making	  use	  of	  binding	  energy	  	  

•  Gravita4onal	  Binding	  Energy:	  collapse	  of	  a	  ~1M	  WD	  to	  a	  NS	  releases	  
1053erg	  =>	  Collapse	  of	  the	  iron	  core	  if	  the	  ul4mate	  fate	  of	  all	  massive	  stars	  

(M≥8M).	  Neutrinos	  are	  key	  for	  explosion.	  Young	  stellar	  popula4ons.	  

•  Nuclear	  Binding	  Energy:	  combus4on	  of	  ~1M	  of	  C/O	  to	  intermediate/iron-‐
group	  mass	  elements	  releases	  ~1051erg	  =>	  Thermonuclear	  runaway	  of	  a	  

Chandrasekhar-‐mass	  WD.	  Combus4on	  is	  key.	  Low-‐mass	  graveyard	  (WD+H/

He;	  WD+WD)	  –	  Old	  stellar	  popula4ons.	  

⇒ Energy	  released	  unbinds	  and	  ejects	  the	  star	  (fully/par7ally).	  
⇒ SN	  radia7on	  powered	  by	  shock-‐deposited	  and/or	  radioac7ve	  decay	  energy	  
⇒ SN	  radia7on	  influenced	  by	  progenitor	  structure	  (M★,	  R★)	  
⇒ Use	  SN	  radia7on	  to	  constrain	  progenitor	  and	  explosion	  proper7es	  
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Figure 4. Framework of Cosmic Explosions in the Year 2011 (Kasliwal 2011). Note that until 2005 (Fig. 1),
we only knew about three classes (denoted by gray bands). In the past six years, systematic searches,
serendipitous discoveries and archival searches have uncovered a plethora of novel, rare transients. Discov-
eries by the Palomar Transient Factory and P60-FasTING (Kasliwal et al. 2011a) are denoted by ?. Several
new classes are emerging and the governing physics is being widely debated: luminous red novae (electron
capture induced collapse of rapidly rotating O–Ne–Mg white dwarfs?), luminous supernovae (magnetars
or pair instability explosions?), .Ia explosions (helium detonations in ultra-compact white dwarf binaries),
Calcium-rich halo transients (helium deflagrations?).

(advanced LIGO, advanced VIRGO, LCGT, INDIGO) coming online. Detecting gravitational
waves from neutron star mergers every month is expected to become routine. A basic common-
ality between gravitational wave searches and the electromagnetic search described above is that
both are limited to the local Universe (say, < 200 Mpc). A known challenge will be the poor sky
localizations of the gravitational wave signal and consequent large false positive rate of electro-
magnetic candidates (Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009). Therefore, prior to the ambitious search for an
electromagnetic counterpart to a gravitational wave signal, it would only be prudent to build this
complete inventory of transients in the local Universe.

Observations of the Transient Sky 

Kasliwal	  et	  al.	  

Ongoing	  transient	  surveys	  (many	  un-‐targeted):	  
e.g.,	  Palomar	  Transient	  Factory,	  Pan-‐STARRS,	  La	  Silla	  Quest,	  CHASE,	  Catalina	  survey	  

+	  Large	  programs:	  	  e.g.	  ESO/PESSTO	  	  



Core-‐collapse	  supernovae	  from	  massive	  star	  explosions	  
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Figure 4. Framework of Cosmic Explosions in the Year 2011 (Kasliwal 2011). Note that until 2005 (Fig. 1),
we only knew about three classes (denoted by gray bands). In the past six years, systematic searches,
serendipitous discoveries and archival searches have uncovered a plethora of novel, rare transients. Discov-
eries by the Palomar Transient Factory and P60-FasTING (Kasliwal et al. 2011a) are denoted by ?. Several
new classes are emerging and the governing physics is being widely debated: luminous red novae (electron
capture induced collapse of rapidly rotating O–Ne–Mg white dwarfs?), luminous supernovae (magnetars
or pair instability explosions?), .Ia explosions (helium detonations in ultra-compact white dwarf binaries),
Calcium-rich halo transients (helium deflagrations?).

(advanced LIGO, advanced VIRGO, LCGT, INDIGO) coming online. Detecting gravitational
waves from neutron star mergers every month is expected to become routine. A basic common-
ality between gravitational wave searches and the electromagnetic search described above is that
both are limited to the local Universe (say, < 200 Mpc). A known challenge will be the poor sky
localizations of the gravitational wave signal and consequent large false positive rate of electro-
magnetic candidates (Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009). Therefore, prior to the ambitious search for an
electromagnetic counterpart to a gravitational wave signal, it would only be prudent to build this
complete inventory of transients in the local Universe.



The core-collapse explosion mechanism 

•  Neutrino-‐driven	  explosion	  mechanism	  probably	  for	  all	  standard	  core-‐collapse	  SNe	  

•  Numerical	  challenge	  (mul4-‐D	  effects,	  neutrino	  transport)	  

•  Dependency	  on	  core	  structure	  /	  compactness	  =>	  pre-‐SN	  star	  (M,	  single/binary)?	  

•  Maximum	  MS	  mass	  for	  successful	  explosion?	  Could	  be	  as	  low	  as	  20-‐25M	  

The Astrophysical Journal, 761:72 (12pp), 2012 December 10 Müller, Janka, & Heger

Figure 4. Snapshots of the evolution of model u8.1, depicting the radial velocity vr (left half of panels) and the entropy per baryon s (right half of panels) 66 ms,
71 ms, 83 ms, 140 ms, 200 ms, and 241 ms after bounce (from top left to bottom right). Once the gain region becomes convectively unstable, small-scale plumes begin
to grow (66 ms, 71 ms) and merge into somewhat larger structures on the scale of 10!–50!(83 ms). As convection becomes more violent, the deformation of the shock
becomes more pronounced (140 ms), and a dipolar asymmetry finally develops after the shock starts to accelerate outward (201 ms, 241 ms).

evolution of the entropy along the polar axis for both models and
illustrates that, unlike model 8.1, model s27.0 indeed exhibits
the sloshing motions’ characteristic of the SASI. Until "180 ms
the expansion and the contraction of the shock in the northern
and southern hemispheres are nicely antisynchronized.

The velocity fluctuations in the gain region steadily grow
in magnitude in model s27.0, eventually leading to the for-
mation of secondary shocks (see the fifth panel of Figure 5).
It is likely that these strong velocity fluctuations are respon-

sible for pushing the shock further out because they pro-
vide an additional Reynolds stress contribution for the angle-
averaged and time-averaged flow on top of the thermal pressure.
Moreover, the thermal pressure itself is increased once dis-
sipation in secondary shock starts to convert kinetic energy
stored in the SASI motions into thermal energy. The dynam-
ical importance of both these effects depends on the typical
velocity !v of the aspherical flow perturbations, which deter-
mines the ratio of the Reynolds stresses " !v2 and the kinetic
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8M	  progenitor	  (Mueller	  et	  al.	  2012)	  

Core	  collapse	  does	  NOT	  imply	  a	  successful	  supernova	  explosion	  	  



Diversity of observed core-collapse supernovae 

Spectral classification reflects variations in 
composition, ionization, excitation, T, V(m) 

and light-curve morphology 
 

=> Connection to pre-SN evolution + explosion 

Smith	  et	  al.	  (2011)	  



Red-‐supergiant	  stars	  are	  progenitors	  
of	  Type	  II-‐Plateau	  Supernovae	  	  

Case	  study	  of	  SN1999em	  
(Dessart	  &	  Hillier	  2011,	  Dessart	  et	  al.	  2013)	  	  

	  

Modeling	  supports	  a	  500R	  15M	  RSG	  

turned	  into	  a	  	  ~1051erg	  ejecta	  



RSG progenitors of SNe II-P identified on pre-explosion images 
Smartt, van Dyk, Leonard and Co 

•  A	  handful	  of	  SNe	  II-‐P	  progenitors	  iden7fied	  photometrically	  as	  
RSG	  stars	  (inferred	  mass	  <18M).	  

•  Supergiant	  progenitors	  of	  SNe	  IIb	  also	  detected	  (e.g.,	  SN	  1993J)	  
•  But	  no	  SN	  Ia/Ib/Ic	  progenitor	  detected	  yet….	  	  

Fig. 1. The explosion site of SN 2008bk as observed with the ESO VLT and NTT (supporting
online text). (A) Pre-explosion color-combined (V , I andKs-bands) VLT image (2001 Septem-
ber 16 and 2005 October 17) showing a very red pre-explosion source coincident with the SN
position. (B) post-explosion Ks-band adaptive optics VLT image (2008 May 19) showing the
SN near the maximum light. (C) post-explosion late time color-combined (V , I and Ks-bands)
NTT image (2010 September 16 and October 29) observed after the SN has faded away. The
red supergiant progenitor star identified in Mattila et al. (5) is indicated in (A) but no point
source is detected at its position in the late-time image (C).

4

The Progenitor of SN 2008bk revisited 1583

Figure 3. Pre-explosion and late-time VLT near-IR HAWK-I and ISAAC imaging of the site of SN 2008bk, in the Y, J, H and KS filters. For a description of
the columns, see Fig. 1.

Figure 4. Late-time HST WFC3 UVIS and IR channel imaging of the site of SN 2008bk, with the F814W, F125W and F160W filters. The images are centred
of the SN position, indicated by the crosshairs (labelled A), and oriented such that north is up, east is left. Each of the frames has dimensions 6 arcsec ! 6 arcsec.
The SN and surrounding stars are labelled A–G (see text).
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Explosion	  

SN	  2008bk	  



SN	  IIb/Ib/Ic	  Light	  curves:	  Observa4ons	  vs.	  models	  

Observations 
•  Rise time to peak of  ~20 days   
•  Narrow peak (20d). 
•  SNe IIb/Ib/Ic have similar LC props. 
•  Scatter in peak brightness 

⇒  Narrow light curves suggest low mass ejecta 
⇒  Single WR stars probably too massive at death 
⇒  SN IIb/Ib/Ic rates hard to reconcile with single 

stars and standard IMF 
⇒  Solution: interacting binaries  

Drout et al. (2010) 



Importance of mass loss for envelope stripping 

Radia4on-‐driven	  Wind	  mass	  loss	  

No. 1, 2010 TYPE Ib/c SUPERNOVAE IN BINARY SYSTEMS. I. 943

where I is the moment of the star, and E2 a constant measuring
the coupling between the tidal potential and the gravity mode.
Using the data of Table 1 in Zahn (1977), we constructed a
fitting formula for E2 as the following:

E2 = 10!1.37
!

Rconv

R

"8

, (5)

where Rconv is the radius of the convective core. Note that both
prescriptions by Tassoul and Zahn are not appropriate for a
star with a convective envelope.5 However, the role of tidal
synchronization is significant only on the main sequence and
not important in late evolutionary stages as discussed below.

We computed 45 model sequences for initial masses of
the primary star mostly from 12 to 25 M" at two different
metallicities (Z = 0.02 and 0.004), for different mass ratios,
initial orbital periods, and WR mass-loss rates, as summarized
in Table 1. The initial rotational velocity at the equatorial surface
of each star is set to be 20% of the Keplerian value. We could
not calculate more massive systems because of a numerical
difficulty encountered during the mass transfer phases, except
for Seq. 26 where a primary star of 60 M" is considered with
a rather large WR mass-loss rate (i.e., fWR = 3). The adopted
initial orbital periods corresponds either to Case A or to Case B
mass transfer. In the present study, we do not consider Case C
systems, but briefly discuss the possible outcomes of Case C
mass transfer in Section 6.4. The evolution of the primary stars
is followed up to neon burning in most cases.

We also present non-rotating single helium star models to
discuss SNe Ibc progenitors in binary systems with initial
masses larger than 25 M", and also to compare them with binary
star models (Section 5).

4. REDISTRIBUTION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN
PRIMARY STARS

In this section, we focus our discussion on the evolution
of primary stars and investigate whether binary evolution via
Case A or Case B mass transfer could lead to diverse pre-
collapse conditions of SNe Ibc in terms of the amount of core
angular momentum. Although the evolution of mass-accreting
secondary stars is a matter of extreme interest as discussed in
Braun & Langer (1995), Petrovic et al. (2005b) and Cantiello
et al. (2007), it is beyond the scope of this paper.

Here, we first present some results including the
Spruit–Tayler dynamo with our fiducial assumption on synchro-
nization time (i.e., fsync = 1), showing that the final amount of
angular momentum in the core of the primary star is not much
affected by different histories of mass loss (i.e., Case AB or
Case B; Section 4.1). Then, we discuss the influences of differ-
ent assumptions on tidal synchronization and transport process
of angular momentum (Section 4.2).

4.1. Fiducial Models

4.1.1. Evolution with Case A and AB Mass Transfers

The evolution of the primary star in a close binary system
is characterized by the rapid loss of mass due to Roche lobe
overflow. As an example, the evolution of the primary star in
Seq. 14 is described in Figures 2 and 3, where our fiducial

5 On the other hand, note that a recent study by Toledano et al. (2007)
suggests that intermediate-mass main-sequence stars follow the Zahn’s
synchronization timescale for convective stars.

Figure 2. Evolution of the internal structure of the primary star in Seq. 14
(M1,init = 18 M", M2,init = 17 M" and Pinit = 4 day) from ZAMS to the neon
burning phase. The hatched lines and the red dots denote convective layers
and semi-convective layers, respectively. The different shades give the nuclear
energy generation rate, for which the scale is shown on the right-hand side. The
surface of the star is marked by the topmost solid line.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

value of fsync = 1 is adopted, including the Spruit–Tayler
dynamo. The binary system initially consists of a 18 M" star
and a 17 M" star in a 4 day orbit. Mass transfer starts at
t = 8.09 # 106 yr, when the helium mass fraction in the
hydrogen burning core has increased to 0.94. The mass transfer
rate rises up to 8 # 10!4 M" yr!1, which roughly corresponds
to M1/!KH,1 where M1 and !KH,1 denote the mass and the
Kelvin–Helmoltz timescale of the primary star, respectively.
The primary mass decreases to 7.5 M" by the end of the Case A
transfer (see Figure 4). The second Roche lobe overflow begins
at t = 8.513 # 106 yr when the envelope of the primary star
expands due to hydrogen shell burning during the helium core
contraction phase (Case AB mass transfer). The primary star
loses most of the hydrogen envelope as a result, exposing its
helium core of 3.95 M" having a small amount of hydrogen
(MH = 0.04 M") in the outermost layers, as shown in the third
panel of Figure 4.

Although the star remains compact (R < 0.9 R") during
core helium burning, helium shell burning activated after core
helium exhaustion leads to the expansion of the envelope up
to $12 R" (see Figure 3) during core carbon burning. A Case
ABB mass transfer does not occur, however, due to the large
orbital separation (A = $121 R") at this stage, while it does
occur in many other sequences. The final mass at the end of the
calculation (neon burning) is 3.79 M". The mass of hydrogen
decreases to 0.0015 M" at the end, and the remaining mass of
helium is 1.49 M", as shown in the last panel of Figure 4. The
star is likely to eventually explode as a Type Ib supernova given
the rather thick helium envelope with a very thin hydrogen layer,
but it might also appear as Type IIb if the supernova were found
within several days after the explosion (see Section 5.3).

The lower panel of Figure 3 shows that the mass transfer is not
conservative. When the secondary star reaches critical rotation
as a result of the accretion of angular momentum, the stellar wind
mass-loss rate increases so drastically as to prevent efficient
mass accumulation (see Petrovic et al. 2005a, for a more detailed
discussion on this effect). The ratio of the accreted mass in the
secondary star to the transferred mass from the primary star is
about 0.83 during the Case A mass transfer, and 0.41 during

R. Hirschi et al.: Rotation: pre-supernova evolution 663

Fig. 15. Variation of the abundances in mass fraction as a function of the lagrangian mass at the end of central neon (top), oxygen (middle) and
silicon (bottom) burnings for the non-rotating (left) and rotating (right) 20 M! models. Note that the abundance of 44Ti (dotted-long dashed
line) is enhanced by a factor 1000 for display purposes.

946 YOON, WOOSLEY, & LANGER Vol. 725

Figure 4. Chemical composition of the primary star in Seq. 14 as a function of the mass coordinate, at different evolutionary epochs. First panel: core H burning (right
before the Case A mass transfer phase). Second panel: core H burning (right after the Case A mass transfer phase). Third panel: helium burning (right after the Case
AB mass transfer phase). Last panel: neon burning.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

4.2.2. Non-magnetic Model

In Seq. 18 where the Spruit–Tayler dynamo is not included,
the core is spun down due to synchronization during the Case A
mass transfer phase (Figure 9) as in the corresponding magnetic
case (Seq. 14; Figure 7). The spin-orbit coupling becomes
significantly weakened as the orbit widens after the Case A
mass transfer phase. Despite a significant amount of mass
being lost via Case AB mass transfer, the core in the primary
star retains most of the remaining angular momentum in the
following evolutionary stages. This is because the chemical
gradient across the boundary between the helium core and the
hydrogen envelope effectively prohibits the transport of angular
momentum (cf. Meynet & Maeder 1997; Heger et al. 2000). The
core angular momentum at neon burning is thus about 10 times
larger (!j1.4" = 3.571015 cm2 s#1) than in the corresponding
magnetic case.

4.3. Discussion

As shown in the above examples, in the model sequences
with the Spruit–Tayler dynamo, all of the primary stars retain
similar amounts of angular momentum (a few 1014 cm2 s#1) in
the innermost 1.4 M$ at neon burning regardless of the detailed
history of mass transfer, unless synchronization is extremely

fast as in Seq. 16 (see Table 1). According to the Spruit–Tayler
dynamo, magnetic torques exerted to the core become stronger
with a higher spin rate, a larger degree of differential rotation
between the core and the envelope, and a heavier radiative
envelope. Therefore, although winds or Roche lobe overflows
reduce the size of the hydrogen envelope and remove angular
momentum from the star, this in turn weakens the torque exerted
to the core, and vice versa. The remarkable convergence of !j1.4"
to a few 1014 cm2 s#1 in our model sequences, even for different
wind parameters and metallicities as shown in Table 1, can
be explained by this self-regulating nature of the Spruit–Tayler
dynamo. This result indicates that not much diversity is expected
in SNe Ibc progenitors produced via Case A or Case AB/B
mass transfer, in terms of rotation: most SNe Ibc of a similar
progenitor mass may leave neutron stars with a similar spin
rate. However, other types of binary interactions still may lead
to various final rotation periods in SN progenitors (see Brown
et al. 2000; Cantiello et al. 2007; Podsiadlowski et al. 2010, for
such examples).

5. THE NATURE OF SN Ibc PROGENITORS

In the literature, the detailed history of binary interactions
such as mass transfer and tidal interaction is often neglected,
and only the evolution of pure helium stars to discuss SNe Ibc

Hirschi	  et	  al.	  (2004);	  Georgy	  et	  al.	  (2011)	  

•  dM/dt	  ~10-‐5M/yr	  	  ;	  f(M,Z,Ω)	  
•  Key	  for	  higher	  mass	  stars	  	  

•  Final	  mass	  of	  10-‐20M	  

•  70%	  of	  massive	  stars	  in	  binary	  systems	  
•  dM/dt	  ~10-‐4M/yr	  	  ;	  	  
•  Key	  for	  lower	  	  mass	  stars	  
•  Final	  mass	  as	  low	  as	  2-‐3M	  
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Binary	  mass	  transfer	  

Ex:	  18M+	  17M binary	  	  Ex.	  20M	  single	  +	  rot.	  



SN	  IIb/Ib/Ic	  Light	  curves:	  Observa4ons	  vs.	  models	  

Observations 
•  Rise time to peak of  ~20 days   
•  Narrow peak (20d). 
•  SNe IIb/Ib/Ic have similar LC props. 
•  Scatter in peak brightness 

Drout et al. (2010) 

Models	  
•  Inputs:	  binary	  stars	  of	  15-‐25M	  

•  Early,	  narrow	  peak	  with	  fast	  nebular	  decline	  	  

•  low-‐mass	  ejecta(<5M)	  

•  Favors	  Binary	  star	  progenitors	  (single	  WRs	  
too	  massive	  at	  death)	  

•  Confirms	  expecta4ons	  form	  SN	  popula4ons	  
(Eldridge,	  Smith	  etc.)	  

Dessart	  et	  al.	  (2011,2012)	  



Core-‐collapse	  supernovae	  from	  massive	  star	  explosions	  
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Figure 4. Framework of Cosmic Explosions in the Year 2011 (Kasliwal 2011). Note that until 2005 (Fig. 1),
we only knew about three classes (denoted by gray bands). In the past six years, systematic searches,
serendipitous discoveries and archival searches have uncovered a plethora of novel, rare transients. Discov-
eries by the Palomar Transient Factory and P60-FasTING (Kasliwal et al. 2011a) are denoted by ?. Several
new classes are emerging and the governing physics is being widely debated: luminous red novae (electron
capture induced collapse of rapidly rotating O–Ne–Mg white dwarfs?), luminous supernovae (magnetars
or pair instability explosions?), .Ia explosions (helium detonations in ultra-compact white dwarf binaries),
Calcium-rich halo transients (helium deflagrations?).

(advanced LIGO, advanced VIRGO, LCGT, INDIGO) coming online. Detecting gravitational
waves from neutron star mergers every month is expected to become routine. A basic common-
ality between gravitational wave searches and the electromagnetic search described above is that
both are limited to the local Universe (say, < 200 Mpc). A known challenge will be the poor sky
localizations of the gravitational wave signal and consequent large false positive rate of electro-
magnetic candidates (Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009). Therefore, prior to the ambitious search for an
electromagnetic counterpart to a gravitational wave signal, it would only be prudent to build this
complete inventory of transients in the local Universe.



LGRB/SNe:	  Collapsar	  and/or	  magnetar?	  

•  Massive	  stars	  associated	  with	  LGRBs/SNe	  	  	  
•  Key	  role	  of	  Rota4on	  :	  
1)	  Collapsar	  model:	  failed	  explosion,	  BH	  forma4on,	  disk	  forma4on,	  GRB,	  SN	  
powered	  from	  disk	  wind.	  Huge	  rota4on	  +	  core	  compactness	  (Woosley	  1993)	  

2)	  Magnetar	  model:	  GRB	  +	  SN	  powered	  by	  fast-‐spinning	  proto-‐magnetar	  
(Wheeler	  et	  al.	  2000).	  Magneto-‐rota7on	  explosion	  (Dessart	  et	  al.	  2008).	  	  
•  Reduce	  dL/dt	  by	  quenching	  dM/dt	  at	  low	  Z	  =>	  Mi	  ≈	  Mf	  	  

•  GRB/SNe	  show	  diverse	  ejecta	  masses	  and	  energies	  (host	  Z?)	  
•  BH	  forma4on	  uncertain	  for	  lower	  mass	  progenitors	  =>	  Favors	  magnetars?	  

The Astrophysical Journal, 743:204 (6pp), 2011 December 20 Berger et al.
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Figure 2. Spectrum of SN 2009nz (black, with about 15% contribution from
the featureless afterglow; Cobb et al. 2010) compared to spectra of well-studied
nearby GRB–SNe on a comparable timescale (the times in parentheses are
relative to the peak of the light curve). Top: SN 2003dh (Matheson et al. 2003)
and SN 2006aj (Modjaz et al. 2006); bottom: SN 1998bw (Patat et al. 2001)
and SN 2010bh (Chornock et al. 2010). The comparison spectra have been
normalized to the same flux at the peak of the !rest ! 5300 Å feature. The
spectrum of SN 2009nz closely resembles the previous GRB–SN, with the best
overall match provided by SN 2006aj. SN 2003dh also provides a reasonable
match in terms of the width of the features, while SNe 1998bw and 2010bh have
broader features indicative of larger expansion velocities. The spectrum from a
template galaxy subtraction (gray) is also shown.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

explosion properties of SN 2009nz, namely, the kinetic energy
(EK), the ejecta mass (Mej), and the mass of synthesized 56Ni
(MNi). The light curve presented in Cobb et al. (2010) indicates
MV = "19.0 ± 0.2 mag and !m15(V ) = 1.3 ± 0.3 mag.
Using the formulation of Drout et al. (2010), based on the
theoretical model of Arnett (1982), we infer13MNi,# ! 0.35
and M

3/4
ej,#/E

1/4
K,51 ! 1.0 (here Mej,# is the ejecta mass in units of

solar masses and EK,51 is the kinetic energy in units of 1051 erg).
From our inferred velocity we also find EK,51/Mej,# ! 1.7, and
therefore EK,51 ! 2.3 and Mej,# ! 1.4. As with the overall
shape of the spectrum, the inferred explosions properties of
SN 2009nz most closely resemble those of SN 2006aj, for which
Mazzali et al. (2006a) estimated MNi,# ! 0.2, EK,51 ! 2,
and Mej,# ! 2. On the other hand, they are significantly
lower than for SNe 1998bw and 2003lw; see Table 2 and
Figure 3. The maximal values of the explosion properties
given the uncertainties in MV , !m15, and vej are MNi,# ! 0.6,
EK,51 ! 8.4, and Mej,# ! 3.5.

13 We use a mean difference of !0.3 mag between !m15(V ) and !m15(R), as
well as between MV and MR, as found by Drout et al. (2010), to place
SN 2009nz on their grid of models. The models assume energy deposition
from 56Co and 56Ni, a homogeneous density distribution of the ejecta, and a
fixed optical opacity.
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Figure 3. Explosion properties of the well-studied nearby GRB–SNe (gray
circles), along with our inferred properties of SN 2009nz (black circle). The
area of the symbols is linearly proportional to the mass of synthesized 56Ni for
each event. There appears to be a broad correlation between the three explosion
properties, with the most energetic GRB–SNe producing the largest 56Ni and
ejecta masses. The overall correlation between EK and Mej reflects the range
of ejecta velocities of $10,000–30,000 km s"1. References for the individual
events are given in Table 2.

Table 2
Explosion Properties of GRB–SNe

GRB–SN MNi EK Mej Reference
(M#) (1051 erg) (M#)

1998bw 0.7 30 11 Iwamoto et al. (1998)
2003dh 0.35 38 8 Mazzali et al. (2003)
2003lw 0.55 60 13 Mazzali et al. (2006b)
2006aj 0.2 2 2 Mazzali et al. (2006a)
2010bh 0.1 14 2.2 Cano et al. (2011)
2009nz (nominal) 0.35 2.3 1.4 This paper
2009nz (maximal) 0.6 8.4 3.5 This paper

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented a spectrum of the photometric bump (desig-
nated SN 2009nz) associated with the standard cosmological
GRB 091127, and unambiguously demonstrated that it is a
broad-lined SN, similar to the Type Ic SNe associated with
nearby GRBs. The best match over the wavelength range of
our spectrum (!rest ! 4000–6300 Å) is provided by SN 2006aj;
SNe 1998bw and 2010bh, on the other hand, exhibit broader fea-
tures indicative of larger expansion velocities. Identifying the
absorption feature centered at 6000 Å with Si ii !6355, we infer
a photospheric velocity about 17,000 km s"1 at "trest ! 16.3
days, similar to that of SN 2006aj, and lower than SNe 1998bw
and 2010bh. Combined with the SN light curve properties, we
find that the explosion properties of SN 2009nz are EK,51 ! 2.3,
Mej,# ! 1.4, and MNi,# ! 0.35, similar to those of SN 2006aj.

These results demonstrate that beyond the basic need to spec-
troscopically confirm photometric bumps as supernovae, spec-
troscopy of GRB–SNe at z ! 0.3 provides two key measure-
ments. First, the spectra allow us to determine the SN type. To
date, all the nearby well-studied GRB–SNe have been clas-
sified as broad-lined Type Ic events. At z ! 0.3 there are
claims for a normal Type Ic event (GRB 021211/SN 2002lt;
Della Valle et al. 2003) and a Type IIn event (GRB 011121/SN
2001ke; Garnavich et al. 2003). However, both of these claims

4
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Superluminous	  Supernovae:	  Mechanisms	  

•  Powered	  by	  interac4on	  with	  CSM	  :	  Ekin	  -‐>	  Eth	  -‐>	  Erad	  

•  Powered	  by	  huge	  56Ni	  mass	  :	  pair-‐instability	  SNe	  	  or	  extreme	  CCSNe	  
•  Powered	  by	  magnetar	  radia4on:	  Delayed	  energy	  injec4on	  from	  

compact	  object	  with	  large	  B	  and	  Ω	  =>	  par4cle	  +	  X-‐rays/γ-‐rays	  emission	  

Super-luminous supernovae 5

Figure 4. Comparison between SNe PTF 09atu, 2007bi, and 2005bf, syn-
thetic spectra of PISN models He100, He110, and He125, and magnetar-
powered models pm0p1, pm0p3, and pm1p0. Some dust extinction (E(B!

V ) = 0.4mag) is applied to the last two models for convenience. Labels in-
dicate the time since bolometric maximum.

(Fig. 1), and so one would expect to discover a fraction of these on
the relatively long rise to peak. In the magnetar model, the lack of
a pre-peak detection is naturally explained: The relatively large B
and! needed to power the light curve imply a fast spin down, and a
fast rise to the light-curve peak is compatible with a low/moderate
mass ejecta. Similarly, the post-peak fading may cover a range of
slopes reflecting the differing instantaneous contributions of 56

Ni

and magnetar-energy injection.
The magnetar model is also well supported by the large num-

ber of such objects in the Galaxy (Muno et al. 2008). They are
obviously easy to form, in contrast with PISNe, expected to ex-
ist primarily in the Early Universe. They are also routinely pro-
duced at lowmetallicity by massive-star evolution with fast rotation
(Woosley & Heger 2006; Georgy et al. 2009), perhaps providing an
alternate channel to black-hole formation (Dessart et al. 2008; Met-
zger et al. 2011; Dessart et al. 2012).

Future work requires the modeling of magnetar radiation in
various massive-star progenitors using V1D and CMFGEN to char-
acterize the range of super-luminous SNe this scenario can pro-
duce in terms of ejecta, spectral, and light-curve properties, e.g.,
rise time, peak luminosity, color, and fading-rate at nebular times.
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Summary	  

•  Huge	  progress	  on	  observa4onal	  side:	  Wide-‐field	  high-‐cadence	  surveys.	  LSST,	  ELT!	  

•  CCSNe	  come	  from	  low/moderate	  mass	  massive	  stars	  either	  single	  or	  binaries	  

•  Fate	  of	  more	  massive	  stars	  unclear.	  Complete	  collapse	  to	  a	  black	  hole?	  	  

•  GRB/SN	  progenitors:	  BH	  forma4on	  not	  guaranteed.	  Collapsar	  or	  Magnetar?	  

•  Super-‐luminous	  SNe	  at	  z~1:	  Magnetar	  powered?	  Probes	  of	  distant	  universe.	  

•  Diversity	  of	  faint/fast	  transients:	  variety	  of	  burning	  configura4ons	  in	  WDs.	  Tough	  numerical	  challenge	  

for	  RT	  and	  hydro.	  

•  Need	  to	  understand	  stellar	  explosions	  to	  understand	  the	  chemical	  evolu4on	  of	  the	  Universe,	  the	  

forma4on	  of	  compact	  objects	  (BH,	  pulsars,	  magnetars),	  the	  origin	  of	  LGBRs	  etc.	  

=>	  Strong	  need	  for	  radia4ve-‐transfer	  modeling	  of	  SN	  light	  curves	  and	  spectra	  +	  mul4-‐D	  hydro	  modeling	  of	  

explosion	  


